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■ Zone-based system with too many pre-

paid options to choose from, divided into 

dozens of different zones nation-wide, 

which used to create confusion.

Tel-Aviv Transit – not too long ago



■ Old pre-paid based transit network

Tel-Aviv Transit – not too long ago



Ticketing Evolution

Moving From:

Operator Oriented –

“Use Our Ticket” - “Pull” Ticketing

Towards:

Customer Oriented –

“Use What You Have” -

“Push” Ticketing

CICO Enabled CIBO/BIBO - Enabled

Cash Only

Mobility 

Budget MaaS

Seamless & 

Best Price & 

Meter-Based 

Post-Paid 



■ HopOn’s MAAS platform is the leading CiBo operating

platform which runs successfully in Israel with more than

1M monthly users through our ‘Rav Pass’ App and in

Germany with ‘Leipzig Move’ App (both available in the

Google Play and Apple App Store).

■ With our CiBo (check-in/be-out) engine which is based on

distance of trips (vs. the old zones), taking a transit ride is

seamless and effortless.

■ With our Best-price and post-paid algorithm, citizens

enjoy from a monthly invoice which include multi-modal

journeys through different means of transit (public and

shared transportation), which saves them money since

they only pay on their actual rides based on the distance

of their travel - with both daily and monthly caps.

Today – HopOn Meter-Based  MAAS 
Platform



Multi-Modal and quick Integration
■ Our platform is built as an SDK with different micro-services, which can be added into existing mobile 

apps. It integrates easily with different local means of transportation : walking, bikes, e-bikes, e-scooters, 
local buses and more.
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Hopon's mobility budget helps companies and 

organizations to limit their carbon footprint by 

encouraging their employees and customers to 

use public and shared transport by offering them 

free/subsidized mobility services, which is paid per 

actual usage.

With HopOn’s mobility budget, businesses – such as 

malls, restaurants, schools can free/subsidized 

mobility for their customers.

The efficiency of the system has resulted in 

companies saving money they have previously paid 

for car leasing and/or parking and doubling the 

number of employees which reduces the usage of 

private cars.

Mobility Budget  Pushes MAAS Forward



Cash-back and membership 
rewards

■ Researches had found that 30% of public transit 

users are taking advantage of their commute to 

search and buy from e-commerce.

■ Cash-Back platform - allows users to purchase 

items on websites and e-commerce and benefit 

“cash back” in the form of future mobility budget.

■ HopOn’s Cash-Back is already generating transit 

agencies with “new” revenues.



Customer Centric Platform
onboarding, engagement and 
real-time information 

■ The platform allows the customer to 

indicate their preferences for certain 

functions

■ According to the preferences the app 

will propose  the best offers for a 

specific user. 

■ The user can choose the cheapest 

travel option, the quickest, the 

greenest, or other travel preferences.



Thank you!

Questions?

www.hopon.co

ofer@hopon.co

+972.54.4755883
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